INTRODUCTION
Last year J. Kampé de Fériet and I (see [1] ) pointed out the motivations for a direct définition of the measure of information making no use of the concept of probability. Of course we started restricting ourselves to the simple case of measures of information J(A) given by single events A. We stated the axioms which define the measures of information, then we studied (see [2] and [3] ) some special classes of information measures.
More recently we suggested a reasonable définition for the measure of information given by an experiment, treating the case of complete information distributions first (see [4] ), then the case of incomplete distributions (see [5] ); in both cases the localization property was assumed to be exhibited by our gênerai measures of information. That property, as known, is closely related to the classical Faddeev axiom (see [6] , [7] , [8] ); therefore no wonder if we did not include in our définition some interesting information measures, Rény's measure, for instance, which exhibit no localization property.
Hence it seems suitable to look for a gênerai définition of information measure which covers all the cases and includes all the classical information measures for probability distributions. In the present paper we will go through this problem.
Starting from a reasonably gênerai définition for the information measure we will consider some classes of information measures in order to get also new characterizations for Shannon's and Rény's entropies. 
INFORMATION MEASURES, INFORMATION SPACES
Let O (sure event) be a set of éléments ta (elementary events). Let S be a non empty class of subsets A of Q. Let e be a class of partitions n A (experiments) of subsets A € S into a finite number of non empty subsets ^ € S, A t ^ 0. This class is non empty, for it will contain at least all the non empty sets in S. Définition 1. If K a is a finite or infinité class of partitions in e, we say that the partitions of the class K a are algebraically independant if \ * # 0 for every finite class { n Ar = (A ttU A ft2y ..., A r>mr ) : r = 1,2,..., ne of distinct partitions in K Ö and for every choice of each non empty set A T (=È &) the algebra Jt r generated by (A rtU A Ft2i ..., A rtnh ). Définition 2. If K a is an infinité class of partitions in e, we say that the partitions of the class K a are algebraically a-independent if for every séquence { iz Ar -(A rX A r2 ..., A rtWr ) : r = 1,2,..., } of distinct partitions in K fl and for every choice of each non empty set Â r (^ O) in the algebra generated by (A, tU A r>2 ,..., A rtt J. we shall say that n B is a refinement of n A and we shall writê
The relation < between partitions is always reflexive; besides iz A < TZ B , n B < 7t c , D(n A , 7r c ) = 0 imply^A < *o Définition 5. An information measurable space is a set Q a non empty class S of subsets of £2, a class s of partitions of sets A e S into a finite number of non empty sets A x € S, a collection K* of classes K £M of algebraically (er-) independant partitions in e, such that all intersections of a finite (infinité) number of distinct partitions in K in belong to e.
Note that K* is the collection of the classes of experiments which are assumed a priori to be (er -) independent with respect to information. It is obvious that this collection may be empty.
We shall indicate a particular information measurable space with (O, S, e, K*).
Définition 6 (Information measure). Let (fi, S, e, K*) be an information measurable space. An information measure is an extended real valued non négative function H defined on c with the following properties : Définition 7 (Information space). An information space is an information measurable space (D, S, e, K*) and an information measure H on e. According to the previous notation we shall indicate a particular information space with (Q, S, e s K*, H).
In what follows e n will represent the collection of the partitions in e which consist of n sets. It is clear that z x C S, the validity of is also obvious.
EXAMPLES
We shall illustrate hère the définition of information space by means of some examples. EXAMPLE 1. Let (O, § ? s, K*) be any information measurable space. Dénote by N the set of positive integers, then consider the function n : s -• iV, which for every n A € s assigns the number of sets À t in n A . Dénote now by R + the set of the extended real non négative numbers and consider a function 9 : «(s) -* R + with the following properties a') <p is non decreasing. b') if { ir Ap : r = 1, 2,..., m } is a finite class of distinct partitions in K flï € K* then if { 7r^r : r = l, 2,... } is a séquence of distinct partitions in K in € K* then Set H(n A ) = 9[«(7c i4 )]. It is easy to see that this space (O, S ? s, x*, -fr) is an information space. We can choose in particular H(n A ) = c log «(71^4); in this case no restriction has to be imposed to x* in order that (a') and (b f ) be verified. EXAMPLE 2. Let O be an infinité set of éléments or points 6). Let 8 be any non empty class of non empty subsets A of O. Let s be any class of partitions of sets A € S into a finite number of subsets in S. Let K* be a collection of classes K in of (<r -) independent partitions in s, such that the intersection of a finite class (séquence) of distinct partitions in K in has an infinité number of points 6>. For every A € S dénote by n(A) the number of points in A. Then consider the function H : e -> R + defined by It is easy to verify that (O, S 5 e, K* ? H) is an information space. If e is a class of partitions of sets A € S into a finite number of subsets in s, then it is easy to see that e is reduced to e x . It is also evident that because of the définition of S the collection K* is empty. Consider now the function H : e -> R defined by
where h(r) is any extended real valued non négative and non increasing function. This space (O, S ? e, K* 5 H) is an information space (see [9] and [10]). where m is the number of disjoint sets A t in iz A , iz A = (A u A 2 > ..., ^4 m ). Then with a suitable choice of K* the space (Û, S, s, K*, H) is an information space. EXAMPLE 6. We start now from a measure space (X, S, jx). Suppose furthermore that X be a metric space. Let Q be again a non empty set in S, S a classe of non empty sets A € S, s a collection of partitions of sets A € S into a finite number of sets in S. For every n A = (A t , A 2J . ..,^m) consider the function i/ defined by 68
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Then with a suitable choice of K*, (Q, S, e, K* 5 H) is anin formation space. EXAMPLE 7. This example and the next one are related to a probability space (Q, S 9 P), where Q. is a set (sure event) of éléments (Ù (elementary events), S is a Boolean a-algebra of subsets (events) of Q, P is a measure on S such that P(Q) = 1. Now let S be a collection of non empty sets in S, e a collection of partitions of sets A in S into a finite number of sets in S. Among the classes of algebraically and also stochastically (er-) independent partitions select the classes K in to form K* S Set where 7t^ = (^ ,A 2 ,..., ^4 m ) is in e. Thisfunction /ƒ : s ~^R + is an information measure (Shannon measure) and (O, S ? e, K*, ^) is an information space (Shannorfs information space). 
THE RESTRICTION OF H TO z t
Let us observe previously that z t is just a class of non empty sets in S. Then from the above définition 6 we have that the restriction of H to z t is a set function i^ defined on s x with the following properties II)
ni)
ie/ for every non empty finite (independence) or countable (d-independence) index set I such that B t € K ; ".
Hence H x is a measure of information J defined on the class of sets (events) z x according to the définition of / given in [1] and [10) .
Going back to the examples of Sect. 3, its is easy to recognize that they lead to the foilowing measures of information J :
1)
J(A) = this means that ail events A 6 £j give the same amount of information.
the information given by A is inversely proportional to the number of points in A.
3) A = S(iù 0 ; r) and J(A) = A(r).
>1

5) J
Thus every information measure H assigns a uniquely determined information function / on e x . In a next section we shall deal with the converse problem that is the problem of the characterization of the information measure which can be evaluated starting from an information measure / defined on z x . This can be done for instance with (2), (4), (5), (7) and (8) but not with the examples (1) and (6).
INEQUALIUES
Referring to the opérations U and H between events and partitions (experiments) the monotonicity of H implies a set of inequalities which have a certain degree of interest; since they can be deduced trivially from 2-Ö and 4-IÏ we shall omit the proofs. If we include in s t the empty set 0 we can assign to its amount of information /(0) any value such that J(0) ^ Sup J(A), according to the pro-A€z\ perty 4-II.
Henceforth we shall dénote by { A } the partitions n A which consist of a single event A, As it concerns partitions the following gênerai inequalities hold : 
LOCAL MEASURES OF INFORMATION
We begin with the définition of what is the localization property. Définition 8. We shall say that a measure of information is a local information measure or that it exhibit the localization property if
holds for every n A € e and TT B € s such that ,40^ -0 and iz A U TC Ö € s,
In particular if for every it A = (v4 t , ^4 2 , ..., y4 n )
where O is a real valued non négative function with domain the set
then the information measure H is a local measure of information (see [5] ).
This special property is what has been called branching principle (see [7] ).
The branching principle is for instance the special property exhibited by Shannon's measure (see [7] and [8] ). Going back to the examples we have considered in Sect. 3 it is a simple matter to verify that the information measure of example 2 is also a local measure of information; on the contrary Renyi's measure (example 8) and the measures of examples 1, 4, 5 and 6 do not exhibit in gênerai the localization property.
IDEMPOTENT INFORMATION MEASURES
The foUowing property as well as the localization property will come useful for the classification of different information measure. then the measure /f is an idempotent measure of information.
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Proof : for H(IÏ A J = H the above inequalities impiy <xel It is also easy to find examples which prove that the converse is not true, that is from the idempotence of H aîone one cannot dérive the above inequalities.
SET COMPOSITTVE INFORMATION MEASURES
Let us consider the restriction of a measure of information to z 1 and let us devote our attention to the opération U between the events in e x . Given two events A and B in z x such that A C\ B = 0, suppose that their union A U B be in z u then by proposition 1 we know that in the most of cases we cannot say anything else about the information given by the union of A and B, but in some special cases, that is for some special information spaces (£1, S, z, K*, H), the information given by the union of A and B for every A € z x and B e z ± such that A U B G z u A H B = 0, may be completely determined by the information J{A) given by A and the information J(E) given by 5. This is the case, for example, of Shannon's and Rényi's entropies as well as the case of the measures of information we have considered in the examples 2 and 6. On this ground the following définition seems to be quite justified. shall call this last law Shannon's set composition law 5 and we shall say that an information measure possesses a shannonian restriction if it exhibits a shannonian composition law. It does not make sense to look for a composition law in the case^of example 3 ; in fact for that particular information measurable space it does*not exist any pair (A, B) of events in z 1 such that A fl B = 0.
It will turn out useful to list the properties which follow (see [1] ) for any composition law F from the equality 
n COMPOSniVE INFORMATION MEASURES
Let us consider now the opération U between partitions of disjoint events. By proposition 4 we know that
whenever TC^ U iz B , TZ A U { B } 5 7r B U { A } as well as 7t^ and 7t B belong to e. For the most of information spaces we cannot say anything else about the information given by the union of TZ A and TC B , but for some particular information spaces it might happen that the information given by the union of n A and n B is completely determined by the informations given by A U B, A, B Guided by what has been done for a set composition law F, one can easily relalize that the equality
J(B), H(n A \ H(iz B )]
implies the following properties for the TT composition law Y : 
U C), J(A) + J(B\ J(A) + /(C), H(TZ A ) + H(jz B ), H(<K A ) + H(TZ C )]
has to be satisfied.
Setting t = J(A), x = J(BU C), y = J(B), z = J(C\ w -H(TZ A ), U = H(K B
) v = i?(7r c ), the last equality can be written in the form : e 6 ') w + W(x, y 9 
z,u,v)=W(t + x,t + y 3 t + z 9 w + u,w + v) (consistency équation).
It cannot pass unnoticed that the consistency conditions (b 6 ) and (c 6 ) are connected with the problem of consistently extending the information measures Next section will be devoted to the information measures which are both se. and 7c compositive.
TOTALLY COMPOSITIVE INFORMATION MEASURES
Let us start with the following définition :
Définition 12, We shall say that an information measure on a given space {O, S, e, K*) is totally compositive if it is set compositive and it exhibits a re composition law.
Of course the set composition law F and the it composition law W of a totally compositive measure of information are not independent, in the sense that any set composition law can be coupled to any iz composition law *F. As a matter of fact with the exception of (c 3 ) the properties (cj) -(c 6 ) are restrictions for both F and T. I think that the relationship between set and TZ composition laws be well emphasized by the following propositions :
Proposition 7. If if is a totally compositive information measure on a given information measurable space (O ? S, e, K*) then the n composition law T is reduced to a function $ : Proof : the first part of the proposition is trivially true, in fact we havê ¥(x 7 y 9 z, u,v)^y¥{F(y,z\y, z, u,v)) ^=®(y,z 9 u,v); the second part is a direct conséquence of fo We shall say that a partition n B is a part of the partition TZ A and we shall 1 For every n A = (^4 l5 ^4 2 , "., v4 m ) e e m , we have : About the connections between set and n composition laws we have further the foliowing two propositions whose proofs we shall omit : where <D and F are the -K composition law and the set composition law of H 9 then holds.
UNIVERSAL COMPOSITION LAWS
To achieve our aim that is a new characterization for Shannon's and Rényi's measures of information by means of their composition laws we introducé now the notion of universal composition law.
Définition 13. We shall say universal a set composition law F m (x, y) if for ail information measures / which are consistent with F un and every choice of the information measurable space (O, S, e, K*) one can assign any value in R + to the information measures J of the independent events { A r } in the same class K itt e K*.
For instance universal set composition laws are the shannonian composition law F s = -e log (e"* /c + e-y/c ) (c > 0) and the composition law
On the other hand as we proved (see [3] , [11], [12] ) the foliowing proposition holds. Proposition 11. The two functions F s and F t are the only continuous universal set composition laws.
As it concerns the TC composition laws, définition 13 suggests the foliowing.
Définition 14.
We say universal & TC composition law ^F M "(x, y, z 9 u 9 v) if for all information measures H which admit W un as TT composition law and every choice of the information measurable space (O, S, e 3 K*) one can assign any value in R + to the measures of information of the independent partitions n Ar in the same class K in € K*.
For instance Shannon's 7t composition law and Rényi's 7t composition law are universal. However they are not the only universal TT composition laws (see [16] ).
Let us dénote with F£"° the domain of a given universal composition law T wït . From définition 14 we obtain the following properties : 1) if (O, S, e, K* 5 H) is one of the information spaces with the universal composition law *F wn , and if we define s / ^ 0, w > L Examining and comparing the two définition 13 and 14 we recognize that the only connection between a universal set composition law and a universai TC composition law has to be found in their domains T 2 un) and T^n ) . In principle there is no other incompatibility between universal set and TC composition laws. Thus it makes sense to look for the umversal TC composition laws which are consistent with a given universal set composition law F un (x,y) . In this special case we have :
r<"> = { (x, y,z, u,v) :(x,y) € r<«" >, u > y,v > z} 9 and : (y, z, u, v) .
The domain of the function <E> Ur t is now the set Î We shall devote the next section to the study of the case that is the case of Shannon's set composition law as universal set composition law. The problem consists in characterizing the universal TT composition laws which are consistent with this universal set composition law. 
UNIVERSAL TC COMPOSITION LAWS AND THE SHANNONIAN SET COMPOSITION LAW
)l
These properties coincide with those we derived from the définition for an universal set composition law (see [3] ). Hence if we apply the results one can find in [12], we get the following proposition : In order to make easier the problem of finding the universal n composition laws which are consistent with Shannon's law in the genera! case, we observe first that from (e 6 J?c, y, u, 
v) = -Qy-j-j-, v -« j + v.
While it turns out obvious that the function $> un (x, y, u> v) vérifies in order that it can verify (e 2 ) (symmetry) the function 8(x ? y) has to satisfy the following équation :
(I) tyx,y) = y + W-x,-y)
for every (x 9 y) € T>. Moreover for (e 3 ) 6(x, y) has to be a monotonie non decreasing function respect to y, and if (e s ) holds then it must be 9(0, -oo) = 0. Through some easy calculations we can also recognize that the n composition law $ un vérifies Hence we obtain :
this complètes the proof. It will turn also useful to note that for an idempotent universal n composition law O H " necessarily
In fact if we remember that the idempotence of O un leads to <ÏUx, y, o, ii) = u V (x, y) € T<?\ V u > Sup (x, y), from (a) we get immediately : 6(AT, 0) = 0 V x € [0, 1]. Conversely it is quite evident that 0(x, 0) = 0 V x € [0, 1] implies the idempotence for the universal iz composition law O un . Note also that for an idempotent universal TC composition law (III) follows directly from last equality Q(x, 0) = 0, in the sense that in this particular case (III) is trivially verified. Thus we have : with the (boundary) condition 0(0, -oo) = 0. The two Systems of functional équations (I')-(III') and (T)-(II) are studied in [14] , [13] and [15] respectively. We report here the conclusions. 
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